How to reduce the size of a photo on android

How do i reduce picture size on android. How to reduce the size of a photo on android phone. How do i reduce the size of my pictures.
(Image credit: Laptop Mag) Mobile phones these days have some great camera technology. As image resolution continues to improve as phone cameras increase megapixel sizes, image size follows suit. This leads to snapping a lot of images without much thought that take up ever-increasing amounts of our device and cloud storage.MacBook Air vs.
MacBook Pro: Which is best?macOS Big Sur reviewTo combat this, you can always reduce the size of your photos. At first glance, this doesn't seem to be an appealing option. Why would anyone take a photo in high quality and then make it worse? Well, you should ask yourself how many photos you're printing these days as opposed to using solely on
social media. If most of your photos are for Facebook, Instagram, or Snapchat, you really don't need the extra resolution — especially considering these social networks reduce the sizes of your images anyway to save on storage costs. For print, we'd want a high quality image at 300 PPI. For social media, 72 PPI is often more than enough. Weigh the
pros and cons, and if you can live with a decreased image size, here's how to shrink them using built-in tools on your Mac.(Image credit: Laptop Mag)1) Right-click on the image you want to reduce the size for.(Image credit: Laptop Mag)2) In the menu that opens, click Open with.(Image credit: Laptop Mag)3) Select Preview, to open the image in
Preview.(Image credit: Laptop Mag)4) In Preview, open the Tools menu.(Image credit: Laptop Mag)5) In the Tools menu, click Adjust Size.(Image credit: Laptop Mag)6) In the dialogue box that opens, change the resolution.(Image credit: Laptop Mag)7) Click OK to confirm the changes. If an image is too large, you can reduce its size in two ways. You
can resize and reduce the resolution, or you can export it in a lower quality. Here’s how to resize or reduce photo size on Mac. You don’t need to use a third-party app to do this on your Mac. It can be done using the versatile, built-in Preview image editing app. How to Reduce Photo Size by Reducing Resolution The fastest way to reduce the photo size
is by reducing the photo resolution. If a website or an application has an upper limit for a photo file size, first, try reducing the resolution. Using the Preview app, you can do this for one image at a time or for multiple images at once. First, open the Finder app and locate the image (or images) that you want to resize. Then, simply double-click the file
to open it in Preview. If Preview is not set as the default image viewer, right-click, and choose the Open With > Preview (We recommend that you take some time to set Preview as the default image viewer, as it will make your life easier.). RELATED: How to Change the Default Application for a File Type in Mac OS X Now that the photo is open in
Preview, it’s time to resize it. Click the Edit button from the top toolbar (It looks like a Pen icon.). Then, from the editing options, click the Resize button (It’s the icon with multiple boxes.). From the pop-up, first, switch to the “Pixels” option. Then, change the width to around 50% of the original size (You can try out different resolutions.). Instantly,
Preview will tell you the new file size of the image. Once you’re happy with the result, click the “OK” button. Preview will automatically save your changes to the image, but you can use the Command+s option to manually update the image. Now, you can close the Preview window by clicking the red Close button from the top-right corner, or you can
use the Command+q keyboard shortcut instead. When you return to the Finder window, you’ll see the updated file size for the photo. How to Reduce Photo Size by Reducing Quality What if you can’t resize the image, but you still want to reduce the file size? The Preview app can help you there as well. You can export an image in JPEG format with
lower quality (This feature doesn’t support PNG format, but we offer a solution for that in the next section.). To get started, open the image file in Preview. Then, from the menu bar at the top, click the “File” option and select “Export.” Once you switch to “JPEG” as the file format, you’ll see a “Quality” slider. Here, slide toward the “Least” quality
side, and you’ll see the file size update in real-time. As Preview is exporting a new image, you can edit the name of the photo as well as the destination from the top. Once you’re happy with the size, click the “Save” button. Go to the designated folder in Finder and you’ll find the exported image ready to go. In our testing, we were able to reduce a 371
KB PNG photo to a 52 KB JPEG image without having to resize it or experiencing a significant loss in quality. How to Compress Photos Using TinyPNG Don’t want to resize a photo, but still want to use the PNG format? Try TinyPNG. This website uses intelligent compression to compress the PNG or JPEG file up to 90% without any discernable loss in
visual quality. Simply open the TinyPNG website and drag and drop the image files into the upload area. Once the compression is done, you can download the photos individually or as a ZIP archive. As you can see in the screenshot above, TinyPNG managed to compress the 299.7 KB file to just 81.9 KB. That’s a 72% reduction in file size! Speaking of
compressing files, the Preview app doesn’t stop at just photos. You can use the Preview app to compress PDFs as well! RELATED: How to Compress PDFs and Make Them Smaller This story was originally published on 5th December 2014. Sabina, a 24-year-old model in New York, shows up at shoots with a bag straight out of Mary Poppins. It’s cute
and normal-looking from the outside, but stuffed with a physics-defying range of things she needs for a full day of running between gigs. Make-up bags, outfit changes, snacks, and — since she’s a plus-size model — her fat pads.They come as a set — pairs of flesh-coloured butt, breast, and thigh pads, along with a spandex girdle to stuff them in — and
are packed in a little, black bag. They're part of the standard equipment a plus-size model carries. Sabina, who’s about a size 12, often needs pads to fit the size 14 or 16 samples of clothing that she’s asked to model. This is not uncommon: She says she uses pads in about half her shoots, and all the models we spoke to have used them.The pads have a
practical function. On a shoot where a model might wear dozens of outfits, padding is an easier way to make clothes fit snugly — much like the clothespins that are hidden out of view and used to perfect the fit of garments in high-fashion editorials. But, critics say argue that using pads simply creates a different "ideal" body for plus-size women — one
that might be as hard to find or achieve as the impossibly tall and thin body of a straight-size model. The plus-size "ideal" is the body, big breasts, and butt of a true plus-size woman, but the slimmer waist, face, and wrists of the model beneath the pads.Plus-size blogger CeCe Olisa remembers feeling disappointed when she learned about padding.
“You think you're straying away from the media's "be skinny" mindset by embracing plus-size," she says. “Then, you realise even that’s an impossible ideal. It’s frustrating.”The past five years have seen a huge uptick in visibility for plus-size models, from Crystal Renn's 2009 book Hungry to Tara Lynn, Candice Huffine, and Ashley Graham gracing the
pages of Vogue just last month. Even Calvin Klein’s much-discussed decision to cast Myla Dalbesio celebrates a bigger-than-straight-size body in a space where you’d ordinarily only see the slenderest of women.It’s not a shift confined to glossy magazine covers. Mainstream retailers from H&M to Abercrombie have added plus-size lines to their
collections this year, and business is booming. Plus-size clothing sales grew 7% this year, to generate $17.6 billion.That change brings a host of new gigs for plus-sized models, especially in the world of e-commerce, where industry insiders describe fat pads as just a trick of the trade. “Since all women are not created the same as the samples,
sometimes you need to tweak to accentuate the garment as best as possible,” says Gary Dakin, who founded the all-size modelling agency JAG. Especially on shoots for e-commerce, where one model could show 50 outfits in a day, he says padding is quicker and cheaper than an on-set seamstress, and it makes things fit. “I do not think that padding
creates the illusion of unrealistic body sizes and shapes,” Dakin adds.Elizabeth Taylor, plus-size model and industry consultant (with no relation to the movie star), disagrees. “Padding shows that advertisers don’t really believe a woman who really is size 14 or above can sell clothing. When I first started modelling, they told us that women want to see
really skinny women sell regular-sized clothing. So, they see a size 0-2 and they're a 6 or an 8, and that's aspirational,” Taylor says. By that same logic, a woman who’s a 14 or a 16, she says, would want to see a size 8 modelling her clothes. It’s the same aspirational (or deceptive) fashion industry practice, just geared towards a larger woman.We
talked to six women who work as plus-size models about the state of the industry and what it’s like to try to fit into the new “plus-size ideal.” Then, to get a better sense of the padding phenomenon, we asked them to take some pictures with — and without — their fat pads. The eye-opening results are ahead. Image: Mackenzie Burke Apple Apple just
wrapped up their Fall 2022 event, Far Out, which featured new announcements in the Apple line up including the iPhone 14, Apple Watch Ultra, AirPods Pro 2, and much more. TechRepublic's Clarence Reynolds talks with Tamara Scott and Kaiti Norton to discuss the event and the soon to be released tech. 08:38 Published: September 12, 2022
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